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To all, whom it may concern:

Beit known that I, JoHN J. SULLIVAN, a citi
Zen of the United States, residing at Ipswich,
in the county of Essex, and State of Massa
5 chusetts, have invented certain new and use
ful Improvements in Sewing-Machines for
Forming Groups of Stitches, of which the fol
lowing is a specification, reference being had
c)

therein to the accompanying drawings.
In Sewing buttons to garments or in me
chanically performing other sewing opera
tions with two-thread sewing-machines form
ing groups of Stitches, as in barring or tack
ing or Stitching buttonholes, it is desirable to

5 secure the last or severed ends of the threads,
so as to positively prevent the loosening or
- unraveling of the stitches, and this is par
ticularly desirable and necessary in sewing on
buttons where the attaching-stitches are sub
2O jected to considerable strain and abrasions
such as is liable to loosen them. It has here
tofore been customary to some extent in sew
ing on buttons or in barring, tacking, &c.,
with two-thread sewing-machines to complete
25 the operation of forming each group of stitches
by making two or three 'fastening-stitches’
which are formed in one place or needle-punc
ture by omitting the horizontal movements
of the work or of the needle while these
3C stitches are being made; but even these in
terlocked or interlooped-fastening-stitches are
liable when the garments in which they are
formed are in use to become loosened or un
raveled, thus imperiling the safety or integ
35 rity of the other stitches of the group.
This invention has for its object to avoid
the difficulty above referred to by securely
fastening together in a hard knot the ends of
the two threads employed in forming groups
40 of stitches and which hard knot will posi
tively prevent loosening or unraveling of the
stitches of a group of threads serving as a
button-fastening or as a bar, tack, or other
purpose. This object is or may be effected
45 on a two-thread lock-stitch sewing-machine

changes in the parts heretofore employed, as
will hereinafter appear.
In carrying the invention into effect the 5o
last horizontal movement given to the work
or the needle in making a group of Stitches
will be in such direction with reference to the
direction of movement of the shuttle as to
cause the thread extending from the stitch 55
last tightened into the work to the eye of the
needle to be so disposed that the loop thrown
out thereby to be taken by the shuttle below
the work will be twisted, and when the shut
tle has passed and carried its own thread 6o
through such twisted loop of needle-thread
the latter will form a "half-hitch’ around
the shuttle-thread, so as to form a half-knot.
with the two threads, and if two or three half
knots be made in one place or without mov- 65
ing the needle or the work horizontally be
tween two descents of the needle and be tight
ened together they will form a hard knot of
the two threads. In other words, if a half
hitch of needle-thread be disposed about the 7o
shuttle-thread to forma, "half-knot” and then
anothers half-hitch of the needle-thread be
taken around the shuttle-thread to forman
other half-knot the second half-knot when

tightened to the first half-knot with no in- 75
tervening material will form a hard knot of
two threads, the ends of which next the work
or material will extend from separated points
in the material, so that the hard knot thus
formed by the two threads at two needle 8o
descents cannot be pulled back through the
needle-hole in the work or material, and the
two threads may then be severed close to the
work without imperiling the integrity of the
completed group of stitches. The tightening 85
together of the two half-knots to form the
completed hard knot is effected meciuanically
by the ordinary take-up or stitch-tightening
device or devices of the sewing-machine.
The invention may be carried into effect on 9o
any suitable two-thread lock-stitch sewing
machine equipped with means for shifting or
of well-known construction without adding feeding the work beneath the needles or for
any parts and merely by making some slight shifting the needle relative to the work in
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forming groups of stitches by moving the
needle or work, as a group of stitches is about
to be completed, in such direction as to cause
the needle to twist its own thread twice at two
successive descents, as it is presented to the
shuttle through the same needle hole or punc
ture in the work.
In the accompanying drawings, Figures.1
and 2 are opposite side views of a lock-stitch
button-sewing machine by which the present
invention may be carried into effect. Fig. 3 is a
rear end view, and Fig. 4 afrontend view, of the
same. Fig. 5 is a bottom view, and Fig. 6 a
partial plan view, partly in horizontal section,
of the same. Fig. 7 is a detail perspective
view of the double cam device for tripping
the stop-motion. Fig. 8 is a detail view of
the stop-motion cam. Figs. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
and 14 are somewhat diagrammatic viewsillus
trating the method of carrying the invention
into effect, and Fig. 15 is a somewhat dia

. grammatic view illustrative of the completed
result.

The stitch-forming mechanism of the ma
chine (shown by the accompanying drawings)
is that of a well-known form of Singer lock
stitch machine equipped with means for sew
ing buttons to fabrics by groups of stitches,
each of which will have a predetermined num
ber,
in that the machine is provided with a
3o stop-motion
device which will be tripped au
tomatically when a desired number of stitches
have been formed, the present machine being
also equipped with an automatic thread-cut
ting device which will sever both threads of
25

seam after said threads have
as thebeenlock-stitch
tied into a hard knot in accordance with

the present invention.

4O

The present machine, which will now be
generally described, comprises the needle 12,

carried by a vertically-reciprocating needle
bar 13, operated from a driving-shaft 14, jour
naled in the upper part of the arm 15, and an
oscillating shuttle 16, located below the work
45 plate 17 and operatively connected in the usual
manner with the said driving-shaft, which lat
ter is in the present instance provided with a
loose pulley 18 and a fast pulley 19, said fast
pulley having an integral or rigidly-attached
stop-motion cam 20. Pivotally mounted at
its lower end in a projection 21 on a bracket
22 is a start and stop motion lever 23, pro
vided with a belt-shifter 24 and with a plun
ger 25, pressed upward by a suitable spring,
55 the said start and stop motion lever being
acted on by a coil-spring 26, having a tend
ency to force the upper end of said start and
stop motion lever outward, but which tend
ency is restrained by a detent-lever 27, which

serves to retain said start and stop motion le

yer in its inoperative position, as shown in
Figs. 1 and 2. Mounted in ears 28 of the

bracket 22 is a bell-crank lever 29, the lower
arm of which impinges against the said start
and stop motion lever, so that by depressing

the upper or outer arm of said bell-crankle

ver the start and stop motion lever may be
forced inward to start the machine when de
sired. The start and stop motion lever is
provided with a depending arm 30, having a
slot or hole 31, the purpose of which will
presently appear.
The driving-shaft 14is provided with a worm
32, meshing with a worm-wheel 33, fixed to a
shaft 34, to which is also secured a cam-wheel 75
35, having in its outer face cam tracks or
grooves 36 and 37 and in its inner face a cam
track or groove 38. The cam-track 36 is en
tered by a roller-stud at the upper end of a
lever 39, fulcrumed in a bracket 40 and ex
tending down through the work-plate 17. The
lower end of the lever 39 is connected by a pit
man 41 to a block 42, adjustable in a slot 44
of an arm 45 of a bell-crank lever fulcrumed
on a stud 46 and the shorter arm 47 of which 85
is connected by a link 48 with a sliding plate.
49 beneath the work-plate of the machine. To
the plate 49 is attached a plate 50, located
above the work-plate of the machine. The
yokes forming the ends of the pitman 41 pref 9o
erably have an adjustable connection consist
ing of a rod 411, oppositely threaded at its op
posite ends and entering threaded sleeves 412,
with which said yokes are provided, so that
by turning said rod by a wrench applied to its 95
central rectangular portion 413 the working
length of said pitman may be varied for con
venience of adjustment when the set-nuts 414
on said rod are loosened. .
The work-holder comprises upper and lower Ioo
members, between which the work is yield
ingly held and which are movable in any de
sired horizontal direction beneath the needle
12. In the present instance the upper mem
ber or presser-foot of the work-clamp is con
structed as a button-holder 51, carried by an
arm 52, attached to a block 53, which is in
turn secured to a plate or bar 54, resting on
and loosely connected to the plate 50, and which O
plate or bar 54 carries the movable throat
plate 55. This movable throat-plate 55 is not
essential, as for many purposes the presser
foot of the work-holder might rest upon the . .
work lying directly on a stationary throat
plate. The presser-foot of the work-holder II5
is forced yieldingly downward by a plate
spring 56.
The lowerplate or bar 54 of the work-holder
is provided at its rear end with a rigidly-at
tached pin or post 57, received. in a recess
or slot of a hollow or slotted lower arm of a
lever 58, fulcrumed or pivoted on the bracket
40, and the upper arm of which is provided
with a pin or roller-stud entering the cam
groove 38 of the cam-wheel 35. Vertically I 25
adjustable on the pin or post 57 between the
flanges of the lower hollow or slotted arm of
the lever 58 is a contact-block 59, held in any
desired position of adjustment by a set-screw
60. By varying the vertical position of the
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adjustable contact-block 59 the extent of move enough to bring the spring-pressed pin' or

ment imparted to the work-holder lengthwise block 75 nearly into register with the hole or
slot 31 in the arm 30 on the stop-motion lever
23; but before the second step of the first
stage movement of the sliding bar 67 occurs
the said stop-motion lever will be tripped, as
will presently be described, and the arm 30
will then engage the spring-pressed pin or
The present machine is preferably provided block 75 and force it inward on the arm 74,
with a thread-cutting mechanism essentially so that when the second step of the first-stage
the same in principle as that shown and de movement of the lever 70 and of the sliding
scribed by United States Patent No. 702,832, bar:67 operated therefrom is effected the le
granted June 17, 1902, although of a some wer (374 will be moved to bring the said block
what improved construction. In the present or pin 75 into register with the hole 31 of the
instance the thread-cutters or knives 6162 are arm 30, and into which hole said block or pin
connected with a sector-gear 63, journaled in a will be forced by its spring, thereby coupling
bracket 64, attached to the shuttle-race cover the cutting mechanism with the stop-motion
slide 65. Meshing with the said sector-gear device.
of the machine by the lever 58 will be varied,
and by changing the position of the adjustable
block 42 in the slotted arm of the bell-crank.
lever 4547 the extent of movement of the work
holder crosswise of the machine will likewise
be varied, as will be understood.

TO

25

is a rack 66, carried by a sliding bar 67, suit
ably supported beneath the work-plate of the
machine and having near its rear end a block
68, constructed with a notch 69, entered by
the lower end of a lever 70, pivotally mounted
on a bracket 71 and provided at its upper end
with a pin or roller-stud entering the cam
groove 37 in the outer face of the cam-wheel
35. The sliding bar 67 carries at its rear end
a pin or roller-stud 72, engaged by the forked
arm 78 of a bell-crank lever, the other arm,
74, of which is provided with a pin or block

75, having a stud 76, engaged by a spring 77,
which has a tendency to press the said pin or
block 75 outward toward the depending arm
30 on the start and stop motion lever 23.
35. The two levers 70 and 7374 serve through
the connections above described to impart

what may be termed a 'two-stage movement’
to the thread-cutters from the cam-groove 37

and the stop-motion device in a manner some
what similar to that described in United States

45

Patent No. 702,832, above referred to, although
the first-stage movement of the thread-cutters
imparted thereto from the said cam-groove is
in the present instance a two-step movement.
Thus when a group of stitches is nearly com
pleted the portion 371 of the cam-groove 37
will act on the pin or roller-stud at the upper
end of the lever 70, and thus cause a partial
forward movement to be imparted to the
thread cutters or knives 6162 to cause the
finger of the cutter 61 to engage the shuttle
thread, and at the next succeeding stitch the

yo

75

The cam-wheel 35 is provided on its inner

face with a cam projection or projections 43

to trip the detent-lever 27 when the machine
is to be stopped. When the said detent-lever

is tripped, so as to be disengaged from the
start and stop motion lever, the spring 26
forces the upper end of said start and stop
motion lever outward, and thus brings the
spring-pressed plunger 25 beneath the cam
20 on the fast pulley 19. Adjacent to said
cam is a notch 78, beyond which is a tappet
79. When the plunger enters the notch 78
and is engaged by the tappet 79, a limited
movement transversely of the machine will be
imparted to the start and stop motion lever
against the pressure of a buffer-spring 80 in
a sleeve 81 on the bracket 22 and acting on a
pin or rod 83, forced against said lever by said
spring. This transverse or lateral movement
of the start and stop motion lever causes the
arm 30 thereon to impart the final or thread
severing movement to the thread-cutters

through the bell-crank lever 7374 and other
Connected with the sector-gear 63, which
operates the thread-cutters 61 62, is a mov
able thread-controller consisting of a thin
curved plate-spring 92, which presses upward
against the under side of the throat-plate 93
and which serves to nip the end of the needle
thread against the throat-plate after the said

95

Od

connections above described.

thread has been severed and to hold Said end
until it is fastened in the work by the forma
tion of two or three stitches of the next group,

T 10

II5

said knives or cutters will be farther advanced as fully set forth in the application of Charles

55

by the portion 372 of the said cam-groove to
cause the finger of the cutter 62 to enter a loop
of needle-thread. After these two steps of
the first-stage movement have been effected
the second or cutting stage movement of the
knives or cutters, and which is a quick or sud
den movement, will be imparted thereto from
the stop-motion lever, as in the machine of

the patent referred to, as will presently ap
pear. The first step of the first-stage move
ment of the sliding bar 67, operated by the
65 lever 70, moves the bell-crank lever 7374 far

. M. Horton, filed January 12, 1904, Serial No.
188,693, and in which this feature, which is
not of my invention, is claimed.
The needle-bar 13 is preferably provided
with a thread-nipping device which is in prin
ciple similar to that of United States Patent
No. 702,832, granted June 17, 1902, the pres

ent construction consisting of a tension-plate

84, normally. Springing at its lower or free

end away from said needle-bar and engaged
by the lower arm of a lever 85, carried by

said needle-bar and arranged to be engaged

I 25
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above its pivot or fulcrum by an arm 86 at
the forward end of a sliding rod 87, having
near its rear end a collar 88, engaged by the
lower arm of a bell-crank lever 89, the upper
arm of which is yieldingly forced against the
periphery of the cam-wheel35 by a spring 90,
coiled about the pivot of said lever. The
stress of the said spring 90 is exerted through
the lever 89, collar 88, rod 87, and arm 86 on
the thread - nipping lever 85 when not re
strained by the full peripheral portion of the
cam-wheel 35, and the said cam-wheel has one
or more notches 91 in its periphery so ar
ranged that when the machine is about to be
stopped the bell-crank lever 89 will be free to
be so moved by the spring 90 as to force the
sliding rod 87 forward, and thus cause the
thread-nipping plate 84 to grip the needle
thread.
The cam-wheel 35 of the present machine is
of such construction as to be suitable to im

part the proper movements to the work-holder

for a machine for attaching flat buttons to
garments either by plain or by crossing over
lying stitches. For forming crossing stitches
25 the
cam-grooves 36 and 38 of the cam-wheel
herein shown are made with a proper number
of acting parts to make a desired number of
stitches to sew on a button during each half
revolution of the cam-wheel, and the stop-mo
tion-tripping cams, or projections are likewise,
duplicated, as are also the acting parts of the
cutter-operating cam-groove 37 and the thread
nipper cams or depressions. As the work
35 clamp or work-holder has diagonal movements
imparted to it in making crossing stitches in
sewing on flat buttons, the cams for moving the
work-holder both lengthwise and crosswise of
the machine are timed to act simultaneously, so
that the resulting horizontal movements of the
work-holder will be diagonal; but if it be de
sired to use the machine for making a single
set of button-attaching stitches, as in sewing
on a flat button having only two holes or hav
-45 ing a bar across which the stitches are to be laid
the movements of the work-holder lengthwise
of the machine may be suspended by moving
the contact-block 59 to the upper end of the
lower arm of the lever 58, where it will be
secured in a position coincident with the full
cram of said lever, thus rendering the move
ments of the latter idle, and the lever 39 will
then, through the connections hereinbefore
described, simply reciprocate the forward end
55 of the work-holder back and forth trans
versely of the machine to make a single set
of button-attaching stitches or to make a plain
bar of overlying stitches.
..
. . In sewing buttons to garments or fabrics

by the machine herein shown and described

the needle 12 is caused to carry its thread 94

alternately through different holes in the but
ton 96 by shifting the button beneath the nee

dle, the shifting movements of the button
65 holder being derived from the cam-grooves 36

and 38 in the cam 35, as has already been de

scribed. When the needle occupies a posi

tion relative to the button such as is shown in

Fig. 9 and is descending for the formation of
the next stitch, the section of needle-thread

running from the last stitch fastened in the
work to the eye of the needle will extend in
a direction which for want of a better term
may be called 'rearward” of the needle, as
denoted in dotted lines in Fig. 9, so that the
needle-thread will be presented to the shuttle
or loop-taker moving from the right toward
the left, Figs. 9 and 11, in a plain loop, as de
noted in Figs. 9 and 10. When, however, the
needle occupies aposition relative to the button
such as is shown in Fig. 11 and is descending
to form the next stitch, the section of needle
thread running from the work to the eye of
the needle will extend in front of the needle,
as denoted by dotted lines in Fig. 11, so that
the loop of thread thrown out by the needle will
be twisted, as shown in Figs. 11 and 12, and
when the shuttle-thread 97 has been passed
through suchtwisted loop of needle-thread the
latter will form a "half-hitch’ around the shut
tle-thread, as diagrammatically illustrated in
Fig. 13. This half-hitch when the stitch is
tightened by the take-up 95 in the usual man
ner will form a half-knot and by making a sec
ond stitch or a second concatenation of the
needle and shuttle-threads with a twisted loop

95

of needle-thread in the same hole in the work

to make a second half-knot and then tighten
ing the second half-knot to the first half-knot
by the take-up, as before, the two threads
will be tied together beneath the work in a

do

hard knot 100, as diagrammatically illustrated
in Fig. 15. The arrows on the buttons (shown
in Figs. 9 and 11) denote the directions of the
last movements of the work to bring the lat
ter into the positions relative to the needle
shown, respectively, in the two views, and it
will therefore be understood that in order to

bring the section of needle-thread extending
from the work to the eye of the needle to the
position shown by dotted lines in Fig. 11, or
on what may be termed the 'front' side of

the needle, the work or the needle must be
moved in a particular horizontal direction
with reference to the direction of movement
of the shuttle just before the formation of
what may be termed the 'finishing” stitches
(or the stitches made by two or more descents
of the needle in the same hole) are made. In
order, therefore, to tie the two threads of a
lock-stitch seam together in a hard knot in
the manner just described, it is preferable
that the last horizontal or shifting movement
of the work prior to the finishing stitches
should be in a certain direction, and it is nec
essary that the needle should descend at least
twice in the same place, so as to bring at least
two half-knots, which are formed by twisted
loops of needle-thread around the shuttle
thread, together without, intervening mate

O
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rial, so that such half-knots may be drawn up sewing two-eyed or bar buttons to garments

into a hard knot. To this end the cam-track by a single series of stitches, as hereinbefore

25

35 in the cam-wheel 35 is provided just in described, or in making a single series of bar
front of the rests 361 with certain cam pro ring or tacking stitches.
jections 362, which will, through the connec When the two threads of the lock-stitch
tions hereinbefore described between said cam seam have been tied together in a hard knot,
and the work-holder, effect the last horizontal as has been described, the two threads are sev
movement of the work in a certain desired ered below the work by the automatic thread
and predetermined direction, as denoted by cutting mechanism of the machine and the lat
the arrow on the button in Fig. 11. This ter is automatically stopped by the stop-mo 75
movement of the work just referred to will, tion device, all as hereinbefore set forth. It
as above stated, bring the section of needle will thus be understood that without adding
thread running from the work to the eye of any parts to a sewing-machine, which may be
the needle on what may be termed the front” of well-known construction, and by only such
side of the needle, as shown by dotted lines slight changes of the old parts as do not ma
in Fig. 11, and thus causes the needle-loop to terially add to the cost of the machine the
present invention produces a knotting mech
be twisted, as shown in Figs. 11 and 12.
To insure that the needle-thread will still anism by which the two threads of a lock
be retained on the front side of the needle at stitch seam may be tied together in a hard
its next descent in the same place in the work knot at the completion of a group of a desired
in forming the finishing stitches, the needle number of stitches and the two threads then
12 is preferably provided below its eye with be severed close to the under or back side of
a small spiral groove 101, which will retain the work, thus not only making a neat finish,
the needle-thread on the front side of the nee but so securely fastening the ends of the sew
90
dle at this second descent in the same hole in ing-threads that they cannot get loose.

the work, so as to form the second, half-knot,

which is to be tightened to the first half-knot
in order to tie the two threads together in a
hard knot, as somewhat diagrammatically
30 shown in Fig. 15. The take-up or thread
controller 95, by which the slack of the nee
die-thread is at all times drawn up or con
trolled and by which the stitches are tight
ened, will assist in retaining the needle-thread
35 in the spiral groove 101 near the point of the
needle after the thread has been once drawn
into said groove and is not displaced there
from by subsequent horizontal movement of
the needle or work until the knotting opera
tion is completed.
The locked portions of the needle and shuttle
threads, when the tensions of the two threads
are properly adjusted, occur in the work so that
the needle-thread of the stitches shows only
45 on the upper side of the work and the shut
tle-thread only on the lower side of the work;
but the knot which is tied in the two threads
extending toward each other from two sepa
rated places in the work will appear on the
So lower side of the work. (See Fig. 15.) For
clearness of illustration the stitches in Figs.
9, 11, and 15 are shown as being somewhat
spread out, although in practice the stitches
of each series are practically unspaced and
55 will overlie each other more or less, as will
be understood. Also for clearness of illustra
tion only the last-formed reinforcing-stitches
of the group are shown in Figs. 10, 12, and
14, the preceding stitches of the group being
omitted. The cam portions 362 in front of
the rests 361 in the cam-wheel 35 will effect
the last shifting movement of the work in a
proper direction to cause the needle-thread
running from the work to the eye of the nee
65 dle to be disposed in front of the needle when

The invention is not to be understood as be
ing limited to the details of construction by
which it is carried into effect herein shown and
described or to the particular form of group
stitch sewing-machine in which it is herein
illustrated as being embodied, as these may
vary widely without departing from the es
sence of the invention. Also other means than
the spiral groove near the pivot of the needle
and the direction of the last movement of the
work prior to the finishing stitches may be
employed to effect the automatic knot-tying
operation.
Having thus described my invention, I
claim and desire to secure by Letters Patent
1. In a two-thread lock-stitch sewing-ma
chine, the combination with stitch-forming de
vices, comprising a needle and a loop-taker,
of work-holding and stitch-tightening devices,
means for imparting relative horizontal move
ments to the needle and work, a stop-motion
device by the assistance of which the machine
is stopped when a group of a predetermined
number of stitches has been formed, auto
matic means for causing the said needle to
present a twisted loop of its thread to the said
loop-taker a plurality of times in succession
just before the machine is automatically
stopped, and automatic means whereby the
relative horizontal movements of the needle
and work are suspended during the time when
the said twisted loops of needle - thread are
presented to the said loop-taker, so that the
said needle will descend through the same hole
in the work a plurality of times in succession
to form at least two half-knots in the two
threads of the lock-stitches, and which half
knots are drawn up into a hard knot by the
stitch-tightening device.
2. In a two-thread lock-stitch sewing-ma

95
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chine, the combination with stitch-forming de
5

O

vices, comprising a needle and a loop-taker,
of work-holding and stitch-tightening devices,
means for imparting relative horizontal move
ments to the needle and work, a stop-motion
device by the assistance of which the machine
is stopped when a group of a predetermined

number of stitches has been formed, auto
matic means for causing the said needle to
present a twisted loop of its thread to the said
loop-taker a plurality of times in succession

5. In a two-thread lock-stitch sewing-ma

chine, the combination with a two-thread

stitch-forming mechanism, comprising a nee
dle and a coöperating loop-taker, of work
holding and stitch-tightening devices, a stop
motion device by means of which the machine
is stopped when a group of a predetermined
number of stitches has been formed, and au
tomatic means for imparting relative horizon
tal movements to the work and needle so that
the latter will penetrate the work at two dif

75

just before the machine is automatically ferent separated points several times alter
stopped, automatic means whereby the rela nately, to form a group of unspaced stitches,
tive horizontal movements of the needle and and automatic means for suspending said rela
work are suspended during the time when the tive horizontal movements of the needle and
said twisted loops of needle-thread are pre work before the machine is stopped, said rela
sented to the said loop-taker, so that the said tive horizontal movement means being con
needle will descend through the same hole in structed to effect the last horizontal move
the work a plurality of times in succession to ment, prior to the stopping of the machine,
form at least two half-knots in the two threads in such direction, relative to the direction of
of the lock-stitches, and which half-knots are movement of said loop-taker, as to cause the
drawn up into a hard knot by the stitch-tight needle to present a twisted loop of its thread
ening device, and automatic means for sever to the said loop-taker through the same nee
ing both of the threads below the work adja dle-puncture in the work a plurality of times
in succession, to form a succession of half 90
cent
to said knot.
25
knots which are tightened into a hard knot
3. in a two-thread lock-stitch sewing-ma by
the said stitch-tightening device.
chine, the combination with a two - thread
stitch-forming mechanism comprising an eye 6. In a two-thread lock-stitch sewing-ma
pointed needle, having a spiral groove be chine, the combination with a two-thread
tween its eye and point, and a loop-taker, of stitch-forming mechanism, comprising a nee 95
work-moving, work-holding and stitch-tight dle and a coöperating loop-taker, of work
ening devices, a stop-motion device by means holding and stitch-tightening devices, a stop
of which the machine is stopped when a group motion device by means of which the machine
of a predetermined number of stitches has is stopped when a group of a predetermined
35 been formed, and automatic means, coöperat number of stitches has been formed, auto do
ing with the said spiral-grooved needle, for matic means for imparting relative horizontal
causing the said needle to present twisted loops movements to the work and needle so that the
of its thread to the said loop-taker through the latter will penetrate the work at two different
same hole in the work a plurality of times in separated points several times alternately, to
succession just before the machine is stopped, form a group of unspaced stitches, automatic
so as to form a succession of half-knots in the means for suspending said relative horizontal
two threads of the lock-stitches, and which movements of the needle and work before the
half-knots are drawn up into a hard knot by machine is stopped, said relative horizontai
movement means being constructed to effect
the stitch-tightening device.
45 4. In a two-thread lock-stitch sewing-ma the last horizontal movement, prior to the IO
chine, the combination with a two-thread stopping of the machine, in such direction,
stitch-forming mechanism comprising an eye relative to the direction of movement of said
pointed needle, having aspiral groove between loop-taker, as to cause the needle to present
its eye and point, and a loop-taker, of work a twisted loop of its thread to the said loop
moving, work-holding and stitch-tightening taker through the same needle-puncture in II 5
devices, a stop-motion device by means of the work a plurality of times in succession,
which the machine is stopped when a group to form a succession of half-knots, which are
of a predetermined number of stitches has tightened into a hard knot by the said stitch
been formed, automatic means, coöperating tightening device, and automatic means for
55 with the said spiral-grooved needle, for caus severing both of the threads below the work ..I.2d
ing the said needle to present twisted loops of adjacent to said hard knot.
its thread to the said loop-taker through the In testimony whereof I affix my signature in
same hole in the work a plurality of times in presence of two witnesses.
succession just before the machine is stopped,
JOHN J. SULLIVAN.
so as to form a succession of half-knots in the
two threads of the lock-stitches, and which
half-knots are drawn up into a hard knot by Witnesses:
the stitch-tightening device, and automatic
HENRY J. MILLER,
means for severing both of the threads below
HENRY A. KORNEMANN.
the work adjacent to said knot.

